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Football is back as the NFL season kicks off tonight with the Seahawks vs. the Packers! Iâ€™m a
recent convert to the sport and Iâ€™ve very much enjoyed watching my team on their journey to
and winning the Super Bowl last year. Since Pandora recently came out with an NFL Collection in
early summer, even though it was the offseason, this is a great time to take a look at these
Pandora Mickey Icon Disney Charms wholesale price. The NFL release included two designs:
engraved logos on the back of the Unforgettable Moments dangle and engraved logos on the front
of the two-tone helmet charm. For a look at all the teams, check out Pandora NFL Collection
Debut.
For Motherâ€™s Day, the Pandora Ariel's Shell Disney Charms Discount available at
shop-in-shops is the Roses openworks bead; for Concept Stores it is the Filled With Love dangle;
and Jared had two charms again this season â€“ the Pink & Multi-Color Cosmic Clip and Sweet
Mother dangle. Iâ€™ve got most of these on my spring roses bracelet, which I previewed in the
Pandora Rose Garden Collection post. The Roses charm is heavily textured and features the
outline of 3 roses in a circle â€“ I love this design and itâ€™s one of my favorites from this
collection.
Breaking news today as 2 new travel Pandora Belle's Dress Disney Charms Black Supplier
photos have been discovered! The presumably revamped Australia charm and a two-tone version
of the Eiffel Tower make an appearance, but beyond that I donâ€™t have any information about
them. They are not included in the Pandora Summer 2014 Collection as theyâ€™re not part of
the Spring/Summer 2014 catalog, so I suspect that they are coming out with these separately,
either as mini travel set as weâ€™ve seen in the past two years or as some sort of special
release. Iâ€™m very excited for these additions and I hope weâ€™ll get more details on these
soon!
The Pandora Tinker Bell's Signature Color Disney Charms Sale Australia charm was set to come
out last fall, but for numerous reasons the company decided to recall them (read more here:
Update on Pandora Autumn 2013 Collection). This new Australia charm would be the much
anticipated redesign of the map featuring the iconic kangaroo and the Southern Cross
constellation. The Eiffel Tower gets a lovely gold heart detail added to the base of the dangle.
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Pandora Snow White's Apple Disney Charms Cyber Cheap North America has been offering its
retailers distribution channel exclusives for almost a year now and itâ€™s caused quite a bit of
confusion. Starting from the Pandora Motherâ€™s Day 2013 Collection, the Pandora Autumn
2013 Collection, and the Pandora Winter 2013 Collection, Concept stores, Shop-in-Shop (jewelers
that carry multiple brands), and Jared Galleria of Jewelry stores all have designated exclusives
(for a review on those, click through the links). For this season, the specials are the Interlocking
Hearts, All Wrapped Up in Pandora, Cupid, and the pavÃ© heart bracelet. Note â€“ these are
available without restriction in other markets, theyâ€™re NOT US exclusives.
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